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The vector is a short part of the ·subroutine that lives in RAM and is initialised when 
the r.omputer is switched .on or 'break' is pressed• in fact all that the vector contains 
is. an address pointing back inside the operatin~ system for~ jump instruction to use. 
What happens is this: every time something is being printed the wi·ite character 
subroutine Jumps to the location pointed to by the 'write character vector', normally 
somewhere back inside the operating system and everything carries on as normal. Thus to 
add your own routine all that is required is to change the .location where the vector 
points, from the operating system to the beginning of your own routine. For things to 
work as normal afterwards, the end of your routine must jump back to the location in ROM 
pointed to by the orlginal vector. 

Essentially my routine looks at every character handled by the 'write character 
subroutine·, waiting for a special character to tell it to swap from the normal to the 
alternative character set or vice-versa, The correct character is then displayed on the 
screen and sent to the printer, if enabled. Before printing, several checks must be 
made, such as the current screen mode and whether the printer is enabled, Due to the 
way WORDISE works, in EDIT mode the control character is displayed and the user 
characters appear as they were typed, le, in normal form, of course when ~reviewing the 
control character is not displayed, 

For 
use the 
control 
best to 

a control charatter to switch to and fr~m the user defined characters I chose to 
key "\", which appears as a half sign on the BBC in mode 7. Having chosen the 
character it cannot now be used as normal, since it is never printed, thus it is 
choose a character that won't be required very often. 

The 
used : -

edited text will look something like this when the alternative characters are 

normal text \alternative characters\ normal text 
) 

As a further embellis~ment my program will ~also print in superscripts and 
subscripts, the results being visible in preview mode. This is accomplished in the same 
manner, with a control code switching the script on and off, The whole program occupies 
less than 2 pages and safely lives at &D00, for a cassette filing system with the 
operating system 'high water mark' having being raised to &FOO ( pages &9 and &A are 
free when using discs), 

The control codes that I have chosen to use are :-

\ (half sign) switch between character sets. 
(up arrow> switch superscript on and off. 
(tilda) switch subscripts on and off, 

I also use the '@' character as a failsafe to cancel everything at the end of the 
text to avoid upsetting WDRDWISE. 

Phil Rubini 

The following text was produced using Phil's program. 
see Phil directly, 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 

y==Ae"' .. + trr 2 

If anyone is interested, then 

any ans-wers? 


